
It  can  realize  high-speed  and  accurate  dynamic  weighing  in  the  case  of  shock  and  vibration,  and  the  digital  weight  signal  can  be  sent  regularly  through  the  serial  port,  or  when  the  weight  changes.

Second,  product  selection

This  module  can  not  only  achieve  high-precision  weighing  under  static  conditions,  and  then  go  through  dynamic  digital  filtering  and  static  digital  filtering  to  make  the  digital  weight  signal  respond  faster  and  more  accurately.

1.  An  overview  

of  the  load  cell  display  instrument,  which  is  used  for  various  weighing  display  occasions.  24-bit  A/D  high-precision  weight  value,  the  module  can  display  the  weight  value,  the  analog  signal  of  the  load  cell  can  be  kept  in  

communication  with  the  host  computer  such  as  computer  or  PLC,  and  fully  meet  the  requirements  of  automatic  control.  It  is  used  for  weighing  display  instrument,  process  control  instrument,  tensile  testing  machine,  and  is  suitable  

for  other  measurement  occasions  such  as  weighing  and  mechanical  strength  test.

3.  Communication  description

The  A/D,  memory,  communication  and  other  chips  used  in  this  module  are  all  selected  from  the  world's  top  electronic  device  manufacturers.  Whether  it  is  the  schematic  design  or  the  layout  and  connection  of  components  

on  the  circuit  board,  temperature,  humidity,  Vibration  and  other  factors  and  the  influence  of  electromagnetic  interference  such  as  static  electricity,  pulse  group,  electromagnetic  radiation,  etc.,  have  the  advantages  of  strong  anti-

interference  ability,  powerful  function,  simple  operation,  strong  versatility,  small  temperature  drift,  and  high  linearity,  and  can  be  widely  used  in  weighing  industrial  sites.

4.  Features  of  this  product:  ÿ  

Small  size,  can  be  carried  by  engineers,  supports  Micro  Android  interface  for  power  supply  ÿ100ppm/ÿ  ÿA/D  

conversion  rate:  6.25ÿ100Hz  ÿComprehensive  protection  function:  multiple  protections  such  as  anti-reverse  

connection,  anti-overvoltage,  instantaneous  suppression,  etc.  ÿUsing  temperature  range:  -40ÿÿ+70ÿ;  storage  

temperature  range :  -60ÿÿ+90ÿ

5.  Function  description  

ÿIt  has  the  functions  of  analog-to-digital  conversion,  digital  calibration,  peeling,  zero  setting,  anti-jitter,  etc.  

ÿStrong  anti-interference  ability,  strong  versatility,  small  temperature  drift  and  high  linearity  ÿNon-volatile  storage  

of  characteristic  parameters,  Parameters  are  still  saved  after  power  off;  ÿDisplay:  4  digital  tubes  (decimal  point  

can  be  set,  automatic  displacement)  ÿKeyboard:  4  buttons :  55×35×12  (length×width×depth  mm)  ÿA/D  module  

acquisition  speed:  0-100  times/second  optional  (default  30)  ÿSensor  quantity:  4  350ÿ  load  cells

Smart  Load  Cell  Display
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(2)  Scale  modification

6.  Application  diagram

(2)  Sensor  test

(1)  Belt  scale  display
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(Large  range  S-type  tension  and  pressure  sensor)

(Cantilever  load  cell)

7.  Can  be  used  with  the  following  sensors

(Static  torque  sensor)

(Wheel-spoke  tension  and  pressure  load  cell) (Wiring  Instructions)

(Column  type  S-type  tension  pressure  sensor)

(Small  range  S-type  tension  and  pressure  sensor)

(Dynamic  Torque  Transducer)
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9.  Parameter  setting  

dot  decimal  point  position,  the  range  is  0ÿ3.  For  example,  the  sensor  range  is  0-20Kg,  you  can  set  2.  Default  1

8.  Key  function  

setting  -  parameter  setting  key,  in  the  setting  state,  it  is  used  to  store  the  new  setting  value  of  the  parameter  and  enter  the  next  setting  parameter.

ad-h  Acquisition  speed,  range  1-100  times/sec.  Default  20

Tare:  When  calibrating  for  the  first  time,  be  sure  to  calibrate  the  zero  point  instead  of  just  pressing  the  tare  to  let  the  meter  display  the  zero  point.  Zero  calibration  does  not  refer  to  true  zero  load,  it  can

When  en-b  calibration  is  set  to  ON,  press  for  3  seconds  to  enter  calibration  in  working  state.  When  set  to  OFF,  press  for  10  seconds  to  enter  calibration  in  working  state.  Default  ON

ts  sends  data  regularly,  0-10.0s,  when  set  to  0,  it  is  sent  when  the  weight  changes,  and  the  fastest  is  sent  3  times  per  second.  Default  0.5  seconds

Eight,  wiring  diagram

ini  Restore  factory  settings,  the  default  is  OFF.  When  set  to  ON,  restore  the  factory  settings.  Default  OFF

When  there  is  tare  weight,  calibrate  the  zero  point,  for  example,  the  sensor  range  is  100kg,  there  is  a  tare  weight  of  3Kg  (the  default  tare  weight  can  be  0Kg),  and  there  is  a  standard  weight  of  35Kg.  That

When  calibrating  the  zero  point  without  adding  35Kg  weight,  calibrate  PL=0.0Kg  or  3.0Kg;  after  adding  35kg  load,  calibrate  PH=35.0Kg  or  (38.0Kg).

X.  Calibration  instructions,  peeling

Shift—In  the  setting  state,  press  this  key  to  shift  and  set  the  corresponding  value  bit.  In  working  state,  press  this  key  for  3  seconds  to  tare.

For  example,  if  our  current  calibration  is  a  100kg  sensor.  Zero  calibration:  press  and  hold  the  

minus  key  for  3  seconds,  the  screen  displays  -PL-,  then  release  the  minus  key  to  enter  the  calibration  state,  do  not  put  weight  on  the  scale,  enter  0  on  the  module,  and  press  OK

Certainly.  Displays  -End  Zero  calibration  complete.

Add  key—setting  value  increase  key,  in  the  setting  state,  used  to  increase  the  value.  In  the  working  state,  press  and  hold  for  3  seconds  to  calibrate  the  full  scale.

Full  scale  calibration:  long  press  the  plus  button  for  3  seconds,  the  screen  will  display  -PH-,  then  release  the  minus  button  to  enter  the  calibration  state,  you  can  put  a  weight  of  20~100kg,  how  many  kg

Minus  key—the  set  value  decrease  key,  in  the  setting  state,  used  to  decrease  the  value.  In  the  working  state,  press  and  hold  for  3  seconds  to  calibrate  the  zero  point.

weight.  We  enter  the  weight  value  on  the  scale  on  the  module  and  press  OK.  Display  -End  full  scale  calibration  is  complete.
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Note:  Load  cell  and  TTL  to  USB  need  to  be  purchased  separately  in  our  store.

Software  connection  diagram.

11.  Software  record  display.  

Note:  The  software  is  free,  you  need  to  buy  the  USB  to  TTL  converter  yourself  in  our  store.
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